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Payment Systems in India – Vision 2005-08

Part I

1. Introduction

The primary goal of any national payment system is to enable the circulation
of money in its economy. It is recognised world wide that an efficient and
secure payment system is an enabler of economic activity. It provides the
conduit essential for effecting payments and transmission of monetary policy.
Payment systems have encountered many challenges and are constantly
adapting to the rapidly changing payments landscape. More recently, the
proliferation of electronic payment mechanisms, the increase in the number of
players in the financial arena and the payment crises in quite a few countries
and regions in the 1990s have focused attention on public policy issues
related to the organisation and operation of payment systems. Three main
areas of public policy have guided payments system development and reform:
protecting the rights of users of payment systems, enhancing efficiency and
competition, and ensuring a safe, secure and sound payments system.

Electronic commerce and finance are growing rapidly. New payments
mechanisms designed to aid electronic commerce have become routine.
Predictions abound about the capabilities of the information and
communication technology to bring forth important tools for conducting
electronic commerce and payments. We are in the midst of a wave of
innovation and change.

In a dynamic economy, markets need to play a key role in guiding the
development of infrastructure, including mechanisms like payments systems.
This means that innovation and competition will be central to the future
development of the payments system - as they are in other areas of the
economy. Strategic planning and investments by market participants will be
shaped by views about the future. Public policy should assist them in shaping
their views by pronouncing its vision and intentions clearly and well in
advance so that the market participants can face the challenges and take
advantage of opportunities. This Vision helps in charting out a course to
purposeful and orderly change.

For such policy pronouncements, a country can opt for a strategic approach,
where the state of the payment system is established, its weaknesses and
strengths determined and a way forward charted, giving due regard to the
country’s environment and the strategic direction of the payment technologies
and practices. This approach enables one to have a holistic vision of the
entire payment system, and leads to the development of a Strategic
Implementation Plan that is well structured, appropriately phased, properly
sequenced and convergent in perspective.

India adopted this approach in the year 2001 when it came out with its
“Payment Systems – Vision Document”. It detailed, in the Document, the
strategies and implementation plan for the payment system arena for 2001-
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03. As we completed this period, it is time for taking stock of the plan, review
its implementation, list and assess achievements and shortfall, learn lessons
and re-plan for the next period. This document, “Payment Systems in India –
Vision 2005-08” is the result of that exercise.

2. Components of the Payment Systems Mission Statement:

The four broad tenets of the mission relate to the Safety, Security, Soundness
and Efficiency. Called the ‘Triple-S + E’ principle in short, each of the
principles, which have a synergistic inter-relationship, would specifically
address the following:

v Safety will relate to addressing risk, so as to make the systems risk
free or with minimal risk

v Security will address the issues relating to confidence, with specific
reference to the users of these systems

v Soundness will be aimed at ensuring that the systems are built on
strong edifices and that they stand the test of time

v Efficiency will represent the measures aimed at efficiencies in terms of
costs so as to provide optimal and cost effective solutions.

3. Vision 2001-03: Accomplishments

The Reserve Bank had earlier in December 2001 published its “Payment
Systems – Vision Document” detailing its vision, goals, objectives and
proposed measures relating to the payments systems in India for a three-year
period. An evaluation of the results of the steps taken as per the broad
directions contained in the Vision statement for the period 2001-04 reveal that
most of the goal sets outlined have been met while a few are at various
stages of implementation.

Under the approach to computerisation and networking, with the definitive role
of technology in facilitating large scale developments in payment and
settlement systems, the main requirements of INFINET becoming the secure,
dedicated communication backbone for the banking and financial sector
namely, a generic architecture model for connectivity, standardisation of
hardware, operating systems, systems software, application software and
messaging middleware, prescribing a Common Minimum Requirement Level
for hardware and networking requirements for payment gateways, secured
connectivity between internet and INFINET, link between SWIFT and
INFINET have all been achieved;  facilities for e-mail, and secured file transfer
are now available on INFINET; applications for ATM transactions, intra-bank
transactions like remittances and foreign exchange transactions do use
INFINET. The setting up of Credit Information Bureau of India Ltd. (CIBIL)
facilitates the banking industry to carry out a credit check on credit card
holders and thus, reduces the incidence of frauds and default by individuals.

As regards the design, development and implementation of critical payment
system projects, the following are the major accomplishments:




